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ABSTRACT. In [1], Craig and Goodman develop the geometrical optics solution of the

linearized Korteweg-deVries equation away from caustic, or turning, points. Here we develop an

analogous solution valid at caustic points.
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1. INTRODUCTION. In [1], Craig and Goodman consider the linearized Korteweg-deVries

KdV) equation

Otu(x,t) a(x,t)O3u(x,t). (1.1)

where x represents space and represents time. Their analysis begins with a geometrical optics

(WKB) solution. They first rescale the independent variables to obtain

Otu(x, t) e2a(x, t)OZu(z, t)

where e is a small parameter, then assume a solution of the form

u(z, t) A(z, t; ,)ezp [ S(z, t)] (1.3)

where A(x, t;e)= e3A, may be regarded as amplitudes and S(x, t) as the phase. Then

substituting (1.3) into (1.2) and regrouping, they develop an eikonal equation for the phase

o,s + a(, t)(o.sp o

a first order transport equation for A0

(1.4)

o,s + 3a(x, t)o.[(o.s)ao] o

and the Hamiltonian, H(x,t,k,w) w + a(x,t)k3, flow

0t,H 3a(x, t)k

=OwH= 1

k -OxH -Ox(a(x,t)k)

iv OtH Ot(a(x, t)k3),
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where b -0tS and the dots indicate differentiation with respect to time. Near caustic curves

this system is singular and the geometrical optics technique does not apply. An approach which

does apply at caustics is the Lagrange manifold technique ([2], [3], [4]). Here we apply this

technique at caustics associated with the linearized Korteweg-deVries equation.

2. FOALISM.
Near caustics we ssume a symptotic solution of the form

u(x,t) f A(x,k,t;e) exp [ (xk- S(k,t))k, (2.1)

where amplitude A(x,k,t;e)= eA and its derivatives are assumed bounded and
3=0

xk-S(k,t) (x,k,t) may be regarded as a phase. Then carrying the differentiation in (1.2)
across the integral in (2.2) leads to

/ [ ( o,s + (,)) + (o, + a(,

-ie(3ka(z,t)OIA)- ea(x,t)OIA] exp [ 4)k 0(e). (2.2)

Here, the cfficient of the [ term is the Hiltoni. On the caustic, the integr is evuated

using the stationy phe condition [0 0], which obtns the Lagrange mifold

d turns the Hiltonian into an eikonal equation, cf. (1.4),

O,S + ,(z, t) 0. (.4)

We obtain the phe from the Hiltonian flow, (1.5). First these equations e solved to obtn

(,) (,)

t(,) (, ),

using as an bitrary ray-path pameter d a as an initial condition. Then the inversion of

the wave vector (k) d time transformations, followed by substitution into the coordinate space

map, determines the Lagrange manifold explicitly,

((t, ), (t, ))= O,S(,t).

An integration ong the trajectories obtains

k0

and hence the phase

(x,k,t) zk- S(k,t). (2.5)

We obtain a transport equation for the amplitudes by first Taylor-expanding the

Hamiltonian near the Lagrange manifold to obtain

A(x,k,t;e)( OrS + a(x,t)k) A(OS,k,t;e)( O,S + a(OS,t)ka)

+ (z OtS)D (z OS)D,
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where
D= /10H(7(x-OkS)+OkS, k,t)d7

0

with H the Hamiltonian, i.e., H O,S + a(x, t)ka. Next substituting into (2.2) leads to

/ [(-OkA)D+(-OkD)A +O,A + 3a(x,t)k20A

iea(x,t)(akOIA e2a(x,t)O3Al exp [ ]dk 0(,).

Finally, introducing the non-Hamiltonian flow

and requiring that

} 3a(x, t)kZOA k D

OA)D + OkD)a + O,A + 3a(x, t)k20A

iea(z, t)(3kOA) ea(x, t)O3A 0

in a neighborhood of the Lagrange manifold determines the transport equation

dAj
dt A,OkD 3ka(x, t)oa, _, a(x, t)A,

_
0 (2.6)

for the evolution of the plitudes A.
The ymptotic evMuation of the field integrMs at the caustic points h bn detMled

elsewhere ([2], [3], [4]). For brevity, we do not repeat the procedure here.
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